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Apollo RV relocation programs lets you
go RVing for as little as a dollar a night
DATELINE, April 00, 2013 – The Recreation Vehicle (RV) Relocation Programs
offered by Apollo RV, the world's largest privately owned RV operator, lets
enthusiasts with flexible vacation schedules hit the open road without taking a big
hit to the wallet.
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The rental cost to enjoy a brand new Apollo RV can be as little as one dollar per
night.
The factory relocation program features brand new Class C RVs that can be
picked up in Decatur, Indiana. Final destinations include Las Vegas, Denver,
San Francisco and Los Angeles. As a limited quantity of these relocation RVs are
available, Apollo suggests that interested vacationers visit
http://www.apollorv.com/factory-special.aspx as soon as possible.
To help with travel expenses from the airport to Decatur, Apollo RV also provides
a cab allowance of $100. The nearest airport is Fort Wayne International Airport.
Current pickup dates are May 1-4 and June 2-4, 2013. Auto racing enthusiasts
may want to take into consideration the 97th Indianapolis 500, which takes place
on Sunday, May 26 at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, when planning their
trips.
Apollo invites guests to choose from four brand new RV models available on the
relocation program. These RVs range in size from 25 feet to 31 feet in length. All
of the relocation RVs are “ready-to-go” and come with a full tank of gas, complete
kitchen items, including pots and pans, dinnerware, silverware and more, plus
two sets of bedding items, including bed coverings, sheets, pillows and towels. A
full propane tank is provided, as well.
Each RV in the program comes with up to 2,500 free miles. The maximum rental
period for this valuable special is 14 days. Additional days will be charged
standard fees per night. Other fees and charges may apply, please visit
www.apollorv.com/factory-special.aspx for details.
“We’re delighted that our need to shift vehicles to specific destinations to meet
our rental needs translates into heavily discounted relocation specials for our
guests,” said Apollo RV CEO Luke Trouchet.
For more information about Apollo RV’s year round Recreation Vehicle
Relocation Program and the RVs that are offered, visit
http://www.apollorv.com/reloc.aspx. For the Factory Relocation special, go to
http://www.apollorv.com/factory-special.aspx.
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